Abstract. Establishing Markov-type inequalities for the derivatives of polynomials with restricted zeros was initiated by P. Erdrs [3] in 1940. Since then several authors proved similar estimates for the derivatives of polynomials of special type. In this paper we work on [-1, 1 ] and obtain Markov-type estimates for the derivatives of polynomials from a rather wide family of classes of constrained polynomials. In some cases the results turn out to be sharp.
T. Erd~lyi
Proof. For the proof we need a series of lemmas. Let fin be the set of all real trigonometric polynomials of order at most n.
Lemmal. Letn>-l,p~r 
where [x] is the greatest integer not exceeding x. Suppose indirectly we can find some h < t2 <" 9 9 < tv in Ih(to) such that p has at least tzi repeated roots at t~ which contradicts the Bernstein's inequality. Thus the lemma is proved. 9
Using the substitution x = cos t, from Lemma 1 we easily obtain 
Let n -2< -r<_ l, n -> Proof. Let c4: = max{2c3(1), I}, then by n-2-< r (2) y:= 1----> 1-r.
c4n
As Ip'(x)[ is monotonically increasing in [1-2r, oo), Lemma 1 implies
Using the mean value theorem, (2), and (3) we can find a ~ e (y, 1) c (1-2r, 1) such that
As [p(x) [ is monotonically increasing in [1-2r, oo), (2) and (5) give the desired result. 9
Lemma4. Letn-2<-r<-l,n,m->l,d>O,s=pqwherep~II. hasallitszerosin
Ilsll.
T. Erd~lyi
Proof. For the sake of brevity let
C4 n
Applying Markov's inequality to q e Ha on I, we get
where x~ I is such that ]q(xl)t=maxx~xlq(x)]. Therefore by Lemmas 2 and 3
we easily obtain (-oo, l-2r] and {zeCll-2r<_Re z<-l}, respectively. Then inequality (6) holds.
<-cs(m)~ ~rr ) tP(x')q(x')]<--cs(m)\ ~rr ) lls]l" "

Lemma5. Let n-2 <-r <--1, n, m >-l, d >-O, s = pq where p c II, and q 6 IIa have all their zeros in
Proof. Because of the conditions prescribed for the roots of p and q, (-m<x<~l-(4r+2y-2)) 9 Because of (11), y-> 1, and (16), Lemma 4 can be applied to g, thus also using (10) and (!2) we get
By the well-known Gauss theorem s{m)(x) has all its zeros in {z c CIRe z-< 1}, hence y -> 1 yields (25)
Ir/~-(1-r)l>r, r/j~R, Rer/j<l (1-<j-<ns).
(1--<j--< n3)
From (23) we can deduce that
with suitable Aj, B2 > 0, so (n-2_< r_< 1).
--l<_x<_8
Therefore by the maximality of s*
is(m~ (1) 
